Junior

Junior Individual Documentary
FDR and the New Deal - Apollo D.
Louise Brown, the World’s First Test Tube Baby – Aini A.
Jane Goodall: Redefining Mankind - Aranna A.
Alternate: Genghis Khan: From Humble Beginnings to a Great Pioneer - Brooklyn B.

Junior Group Documentary
Canadian Caper: Escape from Iran - Brodie R., Elsie S. & Jack G.
Roland Garros: The First Military Aviator - Brad R. & Landen L.
Stephanie Kwolek and the Age of Kevlar - Caleb F. & Nate G.

Junior Individual Exhibit
Dorothea Dix: Frontier in Perspectives and Treatments of the Mentally Ill - Avery S.
The History of Solar Panels – Mason M.
The Disability Rights Movement - Maggie F.
Alternate: A Chance to be Heard - Moira L.

Junior Group Exhibit
Sacagawea: A Frontier in Westward Expansion – Lilah C. & Shawn D.
Amelia Earhart’s Solo Flight Across the Atlantic - Ava A. & Molly M.
Princess Diana: Frontier for the English Monarchy - Tess R. & Taylor W.
Alternate: Model T and Assembly Line – Corbin M. & Mason M.

Junior Papers
The First Organ Transplant: Frontier in Health - Michelle L.
The First Paralympic Games - Bennett S.
The Frontier that Aliens Started – Chanson Y.
Alternate: Trains, Travelling, and the Transcontinental Railroad – Tyler L.
Junior Individual Performance

The Debates that Changed History – Lauren W.

The Beatles: Frontiers in Music – Nick A.

Salvador Dali- Kaytlynn L.

Junior Group Performance

Invention of Video Games – Caleb L & Josie H.

Henry Ford and the Model T- Calvin X. & Jackson H.

Junior Individual Website

The Radium Girls: Frontiers in Worker Safety- Cody M.

Junior Group Website

Frontier of Barbed Wire – Brock V & Nolan M.

The King of Rock & Roll- Carver W. & Luke S.

Senior

Senior Individual Documentary

Eau Claire’s Lumber Frontier: The Phoenix Log Hauler – MacKenzy K.

The Mirabel Sisters: Overthrowing a Dictator-Eva M.

The WI River: How the Hardest Working River in the US Fueled the Frontiers that Developed Wisconsin- Noah S.

Alternate: Polio Treatments- Ashlyn H.

Senior Individual Exhibits

Earth Day: Birth of the Environmental Movement – Alexa H.

Harvey Milk: A Frontier for the LGBTQ Community -Lindsey M.

Got Worry? How Milk Cartons Paved the way for National Missing Children Programs – Sandra B.

Alternate: Changing America’s Landscape: The First Watershed Project – Raeanna K.

Senior Group Exhibits

The Importance of Margaret Sanger and her Actions- Kennedy H., Jordan S. & Annika K.

The Bracero Program – Cian B., Evan B. & Anna F.

Senior Papers

The Insane and Institutionalism - Jeremiah V.

Perceptions of Nuclear Power - Mylie B.

**Senior Individual Performance**

The Pioneering Policewoman: Anna DeWane the First Policewoman of Eau Claire, Wisconsin- Amalia D.

**Senior Group Performance**


**Senior Individual Website**

Indian Health Service: Paving a Path to Native American Rights – Samantha A.

**Senior Group Website**

Creation of the Automotive Assembly Line – Brandon G. & Carson S.